Accreditation Standard 1 Committee Meeting – June 18 - 1pm
Present: Nancy, Michelle, Sylvia, Alex, Colleen

1. Progress Report

Michelle reported on documents related to Program Review for Student Services, which have recently been revised. Revisions of Program Review processes and documents for Instruction is still in progress.

Nancy and Alex mentioned the Educational Masterplan and Mission Statement that was recently approved, which should be a good resource for data and other information relevant to standard 1.

2. Use of evidence

The handout from Lois was passed out followed by a brief discussion of evidence gathering from the previous cycle.

3. Website

Alex noted that a separate website for each standard team is now up and running, and eagerly awaits uploads of agendas, notes, etc.

4. Planning for fall

Michelle presented the need for meeting during the summer. It was suggested to meet once a month, on Thursdays, 10 am to 11:30, with possible dates of July 22, Aug 19, and Sept. 8.

Goal for these meetings: draft responses to individual sections/questions, one or two at a time, and bring documentation/evidence